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Abstract
Online Crisis Mapping Systems (CMS) are de facto tools to facilitate disaster response, although they may fail to work
during the initial days of large-scale (Level 3) natural disasters, because of the unavailability of Internet due to the
breakdown of existing communication infrastructures and the power-grids. In this paper, we present a novel end-toend application system, called CRIMP, which can run both as an Android App in users’ smartphones as well as an
application in custom portable units, referred as Information Storage Boxes (ISB) which are designed as networking
building-blocks to combat network-outage after large-scale disasters. In the absence of Internet, it leverages (a)
the presence of active smartphone users as crisis mappers, (b) inherent mobility of rescue vehicles as data mules,
and (c) presence of few pre-deployed ISBs in a disaster-hit locality. CRIMP creates a Wi-Fi ad-hoc network to
opportunistically aggregate captured information, processes it, and finally embeds it on maps to generate semi-realtime ‘Local Crisis Map’ (LCM) in a decentralized way. It considers issues unique to an offline crisis mapping system
and implements a channel-sensed, hands-free, scalable, ad-hoc connectivity among devices in proximity for ‘rolebased’ seamless syncing of situational messages, addressing the ‘consistency-coverage-quality trade-off’. Extensive
lab-scale testing and analysis from some field-level mock drills reveal that CRIMP can speed-up the need assessment
and emergency response in time-sensitive situations.
Keywords: Crisis Mapping, Disaster Response System, Disruption-Tolerant Network, Ad Hoc Network,
Opportunistic Network

1. Introduction
During and after large-scale disasters, the rescue and
relief stakeholders like Government officials, volunteers
from humanitarian organizations, and general public
who happen to be affected in the course of disaster are
often keen to get the information related to disaster affected areas in a easily-perceivable format. It should be
in such a way that the zone-wise information of disaster
impacts on the general biodiversity as well as on human
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lives may be embedded on a properly-scaled map of the
affected area, often known as Crisis Map. Immediately
after a natural disaster strikes a region, such maps provides answers to queries like (a) which of the roads are
still passable? (b) which patches of land can serve as
helipads, or, drop zones? (c) where are the landslides?
or (d) how many structurally sound buildings will aid
workers fine once they arrive?
Several studies and reports like [13] by International
and Public Affairs (SIPA), [44] by UNISDR of the
United Nations, etc. have revealed that an effective twoway communication between the victims and the rescue/relief team involving Government and NGOs is essential for disaster risk reduction and mitigation. However, a suitable end-to-end system is still unavailable especially when a large-scale disaster strikes in some developing countries.
Internet based crowdsourced Crisis Mapping System
(CMS) are in place from 2010 when Ushahidi [8]
released Crowdmap harnessing crowd-fed streams of
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information. Since then organizations like Sahana,
Humanitarian OpenStreetMap (HOSM), The International Network of Crisis Mappers, Humanity Road,
Crisis Commons, Google, etc. started developing
CMS [46]. Rescue operators and volunteers use CMS
application installed in their smartphones to collect
and visualize various disaster related information in
the form of text messages, images or audio/video
clips. It revolutionized the way situational awareness is
perceived during a crisis, whereby crisis mapping has
become a de facto tool for crisis response in several
scenarios like the Kenyan riots, 2010 Tsunami, Chile
earthquake, 2011 Pakistan floods, Fukushima nuclear
disaster, Hurricane Irene, 2015 Nepal earthquake, etc
(Starbird [36], Zook et al. [47], Poiani et al. [25]).
The key assumption which all such existing CMS
considers is the availability of the Internet (refer Fig. 1
for a generalized architecture) through which the crisis
information propagates from the end-users to the CMS
database.
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Figure 1: A generalized architecture of the state-of-the-art crisis mapping systems which assumes the availability of Internet

conventional TCP/IP networking become paralyzed due
to shortage of networking resources, and intermittent,
short-lived contacts among communicating nodes.
Unlike TCP/IP paradigm that transfers data packets
using an end-to-end node connectivity, DTN follows a
store-carry-forward model of exchanging data packets
by exploiting the physical node movements and their
occasional contacts in between. Such networks are also
termed as Opportunistic Networking as it exploits the
node contact opportunities during node movements to
exchange data packets.

Objective – However, in a generalized large scale (Level
3 or L3) disaster scenario, wide spread communication outage is generally experienced during the first
few days (Nemoto and Hamaguchi [22], Sakurai et al.
[29], Shibata et al. [33]), which severely restricts the
use of conventional CMS. The main objective of this
work is to develop a novel end-to-end system (CRIMP)
which even in absence of Internet (a) can aggregate the
crowd-sourced crisis information collected by victims
and volunteers using opportunistic contacts of their mobile phones, and (b) create an offline ‘Local Crisis Map’
(LCM) in mobile phones to provide a visualization of the
collected information in pre-cached maps.
In LCM, the information entered by one user gets
locally synchronized among other users in the region,
and gives a local view of the situation over a CMS
application, even when the network is offline (i.e.
no backbone Internet connectivity is present). The
information may also eventually get synchronized
with the central CMS database when the backbone
connectivity is restored. The basic concept behind
this system is that the smart phones of the end users
create an ad hoc network among themselves as well
as with the infrastructure, and the crisis information is
synchronized among all the users over this network,
following the principles of Delay/Disruption-Tolerant
Networking (DTN)[9]. From various recent studies
like Legendre et al. [17], George et al. [10], Martı́nCampillo et al. [19], DTN may be a savior in challenged
networking situations like post-disaster communication, rural Internet, or battlefield communication, where

State-of-the-art Systems in Place & their Limitations –
There had been several network architecture/systems
that has been used to establish network connectivities
after a large-scale disaster (Gomes et al. [11], Miranda
et al. [21]). People tried wireless mesh network
(Portmann and Pirzada [26]), cellular network with
disaster backup (Doumi et al. [7]), long range wireless
(Saha et al. [28]), tethered balloons (Qiantori et al.
[27]), vehicle mounted base stations (Jalihal et al.
[15]), exploring aerial base stations (Gomez et al. [12]),
exploring ad-hoc, delay-tolerant networks (Nishiyama
et al. [23]) and so on. These systems aim to enable
backbone connectivity in absence of conventional
communicational infrastructure during a large scale
disaster. However, these are neither easy-to-deploy
nor cost-effective, and hence in general it is difficult propagate crowd (victims/general public) feed
information. On the other hand, several software protocols/systems for peer-to-peer connectivity (like Wi-Fi
Direct, WLAN-Opp [40], etc.) or peer-to-peer file
synchronization (like BitTorrent Sync [30], Syncthing,
etc.) that are developed to exploit contact opportunities
to enable information transfer in an ad hoc setup fail to
address some of the critical requirements of LCM like
message transfer based on user role, message priority,
etc.
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DTN mode, based on application layer requirements
and roles of the devices (LCM connectivity layer) (details in §7). Every layer needs feedback from other layers, and building up an end-to-end system considering
this application specific cross layer optimization is the
major contribution and novelty of this work (refer §2).
The social challenges and motivation behind developing
such an end-to-end system is discussed in §3.
We have deployed CRIMP on a specialized network
architecture [28] with a device pool consisting of heterogeneous roles. Here, the smartphones create intermittent DTN connectivity among themselves to sync
information locally. Further, to ensure that the system
spans a large coverage area the architecture optionally
accomodated the use of specialized devices like static
Information Storage Boxes (ISB) as well as Data Mules
(DM) to sync and ferry the data. CRIMP has been implemented as an Android App for the smartphones, and
as a standalone service for the Raspberry Pi based devices (to support ISBs and DMs). Extensive lab-scale
testing results (§8) and feedback from some field trials in Government organized mock drills (§9) reveal
that CRIMP can significantly improve message syncing
time, coverage of information from an affected zone and
message diversity for developing a rich local crisis map,
while ensures energy efficiency for the end devices.

Issues & Challenges – As a result, the following key
issues and novel challenges need to be addressed to develop a LCM using an underlying Disruption-Tolerant
Network.
First, to enable effective aggregation of information
contained in messages that are time-stamped (time of
creation), location-tagged (using GPS), and type-tagged
(implies nature of the event) for creation of an LCM,
we need to design and implement a policy involving
a consistency-coverage-quality tradeoff of messages.
Here, consistency implies time consistency in the sense
that a set of devices in proximity must have time consistency in information they acquired. The term coverage
refers to spatial information diversity in the sense that
the devices should try to accumulate information from
the entire affected area at the same time; and the same
should keep an eye on the qualitative information diversity (quality) of the acquired messages, with priority to
recent as well as some specific important types. The key
challenge is to ensure the tradeoff given the constraint of
contact opportunity.
Second, noting that there are devices of heterogeneous types with multiple roles during a crisis/disaster
we need to develop a novel role-based message synchronization (sync) protocol which in contrast to conventional sync protocols will implement the above mentioned policy which considers the tradeoff. Here the
’role’ of a device need to be defined based on certain
factors like the nature of the device, the quality of the
messages it is carrying, its mobility profile, and so on.
Third, finally a suitable role-based DTN connectivity protocol need to be developed that enhances the
existing ad hoc DTN connectivity protocols such that
seamless connectivity to a device with a specific role
may be preferred over other devices in proximity. Here
several other factors like Wi-Fi signal strength, Wi-Fi
channel load, residual battery power of the device,
and so on need to be considered to make an effective
energy-efficient peer-to-peer connection.

2. Related Works
The existing works on post-disaster situation analysis and management have seen many-fold studies from
different directions, as summarized in this section.
Peer-to-peer Connectivity for Disaster Information
Network: DTN based connectivity setup has been well
studied in the literature, and several works have exploited that for establishing disaster information network. One may consider Miranda et al. [21] regarding a survey on the same. Shahin and Younis [32],
Conti et al. [6] studied limitations of Android-based
platforms regarding the usability of Wi-Fi Ad hoc and
proposed frameworks for P2P networking of using WiFi Direct. Trifunovic et al. [39] proposed WiFi-Opp,
a simple and energy-efficient opportunistic networking
set-up based on smartphones’ existing communication
features and APIs, by using the open stationary access
points (APs) in the proximity and allowing some smartphones to create hotspots spontaneously to serve nearby
devices. The authors find their WiFi-Opp to perform ten
times more energy-efficiently than Wi-Fi Ad-Hoc for
comparable dissemination performance. In a succeeding work of the above, Trifunovic et al. [40] extended
WiFi-Opp to WLAN-Opp. Through a simulation based

Contribution – In a nutshell, here we developed an endto-end local offline Crisis Mapping System (CRIMP)
which can take care of (i) encapsulating input information from end-users into LCM messages considering the
tradeoff in (LCM application layer) (details in §5), (ii)
message forwarding based on user roles, ‘priority’ and
‘importance’ associated with the messages, while minimizing unnecessary message flooding during peer to
peer (P2P) information syncing across LCM supported
devices (LCM P2P sync layer) (details in §6), and (iii)
the network connectivity and the device associations in
3

collect and share multidimensional context information
from physical as well as virtual worlds using personal
mobile devices. CAMEO allows mobile phones that occasionally meet at various physical locations to automatically discover users’ common interests, available
services, and resources through opportunistic communications in order to create a form of mobile social networks (MSN) via opportunistic networking. However,
there are certain features and design issues such as the
application specific cross layer optimization, which are
unique in generating an LCM. Due to intermittent and
often short-lived contact intervals, a node cannot share
anything or everything to all its neighbors.
Disaster Management Services: Various attributes of
CMS have been discussed in related literatures, such as
Middleton et al. [20], Birregah et al. [3], and the references therein. One relevant application in this connection is person-finding. An interesting work in this
field may be obtained from Stiegler et al. [37]. Relief
resource management may be another important issue
after a disaster; people often need to know the location
for getting relief services. Chou and Zahedi [5] discussed issues involved with the above. Another critical problem after any large-scale disaster is the destruction/blockade of existing pathways, which may change
the road networks of the affected zone. Trono et al. [41]
and Silva et al. [34] proposed strategies to create pathway maps for the affected region through sharing of mobility trails of the victims and rescue personnel, however, they rely on backbone Internet connectivity. Solmaz and Turgut [35] proposed and developed a method
for tracking pedestrians and emergent events during disasters by opportunistic ad hoc communication between
smart-phones of pedestrians and a limited number of
mobile sinks. Another interesting direction in this connection is the use of smartphone based DTN in various
geospatial applications. Bhattacharjee et al. [2] has proposed a post-disaster resource management scheme using smartphone based DTN. Boldrini et al. [4] proposed
a Context- and social-aware DTN middleware that autonomically learns context and social information on the
users, and uses the same to predict users’ future movements.
Limitations and Open Research Areas: It is revealed
from the study so far that existing crisis mapping services neither consider the absence of Internet connectivity into account nor provide any mechanism for alternate connectivity to be used in such situations. Although there exists a number of emergency communication proposals in the literature, none of them could be
plugged readily with the existing crisis mapping applications to enhance the capacity of crisis mapping in the

study by replaying real contact traces in this work the
authors find that WLAN-Opp could utilize up to 80%
of the contact time while saving up to 90% of the energy that Wi-Fi ad-hoc would consume. Ólafur Helgason et al. [48] presented Fram, which is a middleware
architecture to allow applications on mobile devices to
share contents. Turkes et al. [42] proposed Cocoon, a
lightweight middle-ware for smart mobile platforms to
support opportunistic communication, where the connectivity service operates on top of the universal Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth interfaces without violating their physical
and MAC layer standards. However, such connectivity
setup and device association protocols do not consider
message priority and importance, and therefore may result in sub-optimal message delivery due to contention
from devices generating low priority messages.
Peer-to-peer Sync: rsync by Tridgell and Mackerras [38] is the first-of-the-kind P2P file sync algorithm
to update and synchronize files among different devices assuming every pair of them are connected by a
low-bandwidth high-latency bi-directional communication link. Basic limitation of rsync is that the algorithm works best when files are similar; for dissimilar
files, which is very likely to occur in case of multimodal file exchange, its performance is not found satisfactory. An interesting P2P sync application for devices of heterogeneous platform and genre is BitTorrent Sync. Scanlon et al. [30] discussed various aesthetic issues and potential challenges of the peer-topeer file sharing systems like BitTorrent Sync. Lareida
et al. [16] presented Box2Box, a new P2P file synchronization application which supports novel features not
present in BitTorrent Sync. Paul et al. [24] proposed
a reliable and scalable P2P sync application for DTN.
Lindblom et al. [18] proposes a distributed application
using Named Data Networking, which can synchronize
user files across devices in P2P fashion. Another interesting application in this category is Syncthing1 . Senftleben et al. [31] proposed a decentralized privacypreserving micro-blogging infrastructure like Twitter
which is based on a distributed P2P network of mobile
users. The proposed solution relies on a secure distribution of encrypted messages over local radio links to
physically close peering nodes. There exists conventional Wi-Fi enabled Android Apps used for sharing
data when mobile phones are in proximity. Shahin and
Younis [32] Turkes et al. [42] Turkes et al. [43] cover
some of the above type of applications. Arnaboldi et al.
[1] presented a middleware platform called CAMEO to

1 https://bit.ly/2EG36Bx

(last accessed: July 31, 2017)
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seamlessly in presence as well as in absence of conventional communication systems.
As part of field survey and ground-truth collection,
we come in contact of various government and nongovernment voluntary bodies actively connected with
such activities in our state. Feedback from the personnels of those bodies and other allied sources compel us
to believe that a typical organization structure of a state
disaster management department of an arbitrary state in
India is like Figure 2. A close look at components in the
chart, and our physical interaction during our field survey, made us to believe that the work-flow in top-order
(state and district level authorities) of the organizations
is quite structured and streamlined; whereas those who
are at the level of sub-division and rural administration
follow quite an unstructured and ad-hoc form of workflow. For sub-divisions/villages that are situated in the
remotest part (like terrains, coastal area, etc.) are often
found to be excluded from the mainstream network infrastructure. When a large-scale disaster strikes such a
region, the information related to damage and rescuerelief needs reach the district/state head-quarters after a
long delay.

local and offline mode, when backbone Internet connectivity is absent.
3. Motivational Field Study & Gap Analysis
As we shall observe in section 2, there exist a multitude of solutions that could serve the purpose if Internet
is present; but they fail to function if Internet goes down.
To best of our knowledge, very few works in the domain
throws light in this side of the problem, and is our prime
focus in the present work.

3.2. Critical Service Needs
In view of all the above we identify the following critical services that may be beneficial to the stakeholders
after the occurrence of a natural disaster.
• Setting up an alternative communication infrastructure for post-disaster situation that may rapidly be deployed with portable and readily-available devices.
• Setting up a crisis mapping service that would function on top of the above alternate network infrastructure
following a cooperative map-data sharing model to provide route information for the neighborhood of the affected region.
• Setting up an infrastructure to provide an alternative
road network from the movement trajectory of the participating users that would be overlaid on the map for
the guiding the the other users about the sustained pathway network.
• Setting up an information management scheme that
may be applied to provide the maximum utilization
of the networking resources of the networking infrastructure for users from every nook-and-corner of the
affected region, so that more important messages get
through earlier than the less important ones, and the every user get a fair chance to utilize the networking resources.
The proposed system CRIMP is designed to mitigate
some of the gaps that we identified during our field and
literature studies.

Figure 2: Typical organization chart of a state disaster management
department

3.1. Disaster Management in Developing and Underdeveloped Countries
To ensure smooth dissemination of aforesaid crisis information even after a large-scale disaster, an integrated
emergency information management system for collecting, processing and disseminating in-situ information
is highly warranted for “enhancing disaster preparedness for effective response and to Build Back Better in
recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction” [45]. The
desired system should gather information through participatory process; should be tailored for the needs of
users at varying level, including social and cultural requirements; and needs to ensure that it remain effective and operational during and after disasters in order
to provide live-saving and essential services. Since, disruption of conventional communication is a very common phenomena after a large-scale disaster (due to destruction, power cuts, etc.), the system needs to operate
5

4. CRIMP: Design Issues & Architecture

knowledge at regular intervals. With a proper definition of ‘importance’ of messages to have a decent situational view at the control station form these shared local
knowledges is serious design challenge.
The situational information supplied by the end users
gets synced among the nearby smartphones, static ISBs
and DMs within wireless coverage. This forms the
LCM at those smartphones and ISB. When a DM or
end-user moves from one locality to another, the LCMs
from different localities get synced, aggregated and updated.

This section gives the system and network architecture on top of which CRIMP works. We also mention
various design issues that have been addressed in the
design of CRIMP.
4.1. System and Network Architecture for Situational
Information Propagation
An L3 disaster often creates isolated localities (e.g.
Loc1, Loc2 & Loc3 in Fig. 3), where victims are
trapped or sheltered, restricting the movement of local
volunteers within a locality. Vehicles, ferries or helicopters for rescue and first-aid generally move across
such localities. Accordingly, CRIMP uses three different types of devices as shown in Fig. 3 – (i) DTN nodes
– smartphones of the end-users that create local network
based on DTN connectivity, (ii) static Information Storage Boxes (ISB) – customized battery-powered storage devices with WiFi connectivity, which are placed
at strategic locations like the shelter points to aggregate
and offload messages from DTN nodes, (iii) Data Mules
(DM) – ISB mounted on the vehicles or helicopters, etc.,
that can ferry messages across static ISBs and transfer
them to the backbone network via conventional Internet,
whenever or wherever available. CRIMP services are
developed to automatically sync the messages among
these three types of devices and to populate the LCM at
the static ISBs and smartphones of the end-users.
The end-users provide information as an input to the
CRIMP application as crisis mappers. Messages generated by crisis mappers are considered as the primary
data units of CRIMP, and are used to generate LCM
through ‘aggregation’. Due to distributed nature of the
underlying network, and the non-availability of centralized server, the data aggregation is performed in participating nodes in local manner with the objective of
finding ‘consistent’ information snapshots with decent
‘spatial coverage’ at the control stations in regular intervals. To achieve this, ‘important’ messages are picked
and dispatched by CRIMP interface for better aggregation. A message in our case is important when: (a) It is
fairly recent; (b) It reports rarer event; and (c) It talks
of a less-reported region. Since, an user node in such
a distributed network is unlikely to know the global situation, CRIMP in participating nodes approximates the
global situation locally by exchanging their local knowledge of the global situation in the form of ‘type-wise’
and ‘location-wise’ distribution of messages, and their
‘importance’ values. A node estimates its global situational view by aggregating its own knowledge with
the received knowledge from peers, and update its local

4.2. LCM in Offline Mode: The Design Requirements
The two major design requirements, that CRIMP addresses, for generating LCMs in offline mode are as follows.
The ‘role’ of a device: Three types of devices, DTN
nodes, static ISBs and mobile DMs, are considered in
our system. The role of a device and accordingly its priority vary depending on its mobility, battery, processing
power, etc. Smartphone users are considered to be ‘crisis mappers’. ISBs have much better battery backup and
processing power compared to smartphones. Hence crisis data is preferably aggregated at the static ISBs (if
available) which also hosts the local map server. Within
a group of smartphones in the proximity, the one with
the higher mobility (for example, smartphones carried
by volunteers) can be given higher priority in transferring data. Further, DMs are given the highest priority
to exploit their larger mobility pattern. Crisis data thus
flows from phones to DMs via ISBs and vice verse. Unlike conventional peer-to-peer mobile file syncing system, the role of the devices is a key design issue in
CRIMP, for both in establishing peer connectivity and
syncing of information among devices.
Consistency-Coverage-Quality trade-off of crisis
data: CRIMP enables a crisis mapper to capture
time-stamped (time of creation), location-tagged (using GPS), and type-tagged (implies nature of the event;
medical & health-care, relief & food-stock, shelter &
warehouse, damage & death-toll etc.) data. The messages received by a particular device at any point of time
vary widely in terms of their creation-time, creationlocation and type due to several factors like opportunistic forwarding, non-uniform distribution of mappers, mobility patterns, human factors, etc. Given a finite short duration during device connectivity in ad hoc
mode, it is tricky to decide whether to give priority to recent messages (time consistency), or to messages from
a locality with less information (spatial information diversity), or messages of less known types (qualitative
6

Figure 3: Network and message forwarding architecture for CRIMP

information diversity). To address these inherent tradeoffs, CRIMP proposes a strategy to assign an ‘Importance’ to each message. The underlying sync protocol
forwards messages according to their importance.

4, where we have pointed out how data flows from one
node to other in CRIMP during various node encounters.
At any point in time, any node in the CRIMP possesses crisis data from various sources including the
ones it has collected by itself (for DTN nodes). The
LCM in any node are generated by aggregating automatically the pieces of crisis data possessed by a node
at an instance. For user convenience, we run an automatic aggregation routine in nodes of CRIMP at regular
intervals (of an hour, say), where we simply plot all the
data units like geographical shapes (for marking a location of an event), message texts, images, etc. on a map
interface of the region of interest based on the associated geographical tag of the data units. This is possible
since every data in CRIMP are geographically tagged.
Messages of similar nature are aggregated if they are
found on the same map tile (of the current zoom level)
based on their geographic coordinate tag. Unlike online

4.3. Aggregation of Crisis Data in CRIMP
We have observed that crisis mappers are the end
users of CRIMP who supply the lowest level crisis data
units to the system using the DTN nodes in the system. These data units are the pieces of the localized
crisis data that they encounter in course of their movement through the affected area. These pieces of data are
propagated through various nodes of CRIMP as they encounter other nodes (other DTN nodes, ISBs, DMs) in
due time. On the other hand, ISBs and DMs do not
collect crisis data by themselves. They store (for ISB)
and carry the crisis data across nodes (for DMs). The
underlying data flow in CRIMP is portrayed in Figure
7

Table 1: A three layer software suite for CRIMP
Layer

Proposed Solution

CMS

CRIMPApp

Solution Alternatives

Desired Features

Not Available

• Local Crisis Mapping
• Crisis data ranked on
importance of data

P2P Sync

Connectivity

CRIMPSync

CRIMPCon

• BitTorrent Sync [30]

• Scalability

• Syncthing

• Priority and role aware
sync

• rsync [38]

• Robustness

• Wi-Fi Ad hoc

• Prompt, role-aware
connection
establishment

• Wi-Fi Direct [32]

• Peer selection based on
received signal strength

• WiFi-Opp [39]

• Energy aware design

syncing layer (CRIMPSync) followed by the crisis map
layer (CRIMPApp).
The key idea of segregating connectivity from syncing comes from the following facts. To ensure effective data transfer during connectivity, a node should
prefer a peer with better signal strength, residual battery and channel constraints. The CRIMPCon layer
handles these issues. However, while syncing data,
a node prefers few connected peers over others based
on their role and importance of the stored content.
The CRIMPSync layer handles these issues. The map
layer only deals with application/service level demands
which generally are independent of the network layer
issues, as handled by the CRIMPApp layer.

Figure 4: Data flow Scenarios in CRIMP: (A) Multiple DTN nodes
meet with no ISB/DM in proximity, (B) Multiple DTN nodes meet
with an ISB in proximity, (C) Multiple DTN nodes meet with an ISB,
and a DM is in the proximity of another ISB, (D) DM appears in
proximity of the current ISB.

mapping systems, such an automatic data aggregation
is very much desirable, as the existence human moderator in remote locations during a crisis situation cannot
be assumed in practice. On aggregation, each node in
CRIMP has its own LCM based on the crisis data volume it possesses. Clearly, LCM in one node may differ from LCM of the other, if they differ in their data
possession. However, their LCMs get synced during an
encounter if they exchange their data possession in full
with each other.
Since ISBs and DMs possess higher storage, computing, and energy resources than DTN nodes, they take
additional responsibilities in connection of data aggregation. One major challenge in the current scenario is
providing the crisis mappers with the map tiles of the affected area, as we are assuming that the affected region
may be out of Internet connectivities. Since ISBs and
DMs are likely to be deployed in advance in the affected
area, they are preloaded with map tiles of a region covering the affected area. The map tiles get synced with
DTN nodes when crisis mappers eventually come across
ISBs/DMs in course of their movement.

5. CRIMPApp: Smartphone App for LCM
CRIMPApp is the user interface of CRIMP, through
which an end-user can enter situational messages or can
navigate through the LCM. CRIMPApp encapsulates
the input information into geo-tagged, time-stamped
and type-tagged messages, and set message importance.
These messages are forwarded to the next layer of
CRIMP, CRIMPSync.
Message importance is used in CRIMP to specify
the time consistency, spatial information diversity and
qualitative information diversity. To capture spatial
information diversity, we utilize the map tiles of the
OpenStreetMap mapping system. Any given region
from a geospatial surface can be embedded completely
on a map tile of a particular zoom level z, depending
on the surface area of the region. The corresponding tile may be divided recursively into 2 × 2 grids of
map tiles of higher zoom level till the maximum zoom
level is reached. For spatial embedding of a geo-tagged
message within a map tile given by the coordinates
(x, y) in the Cartesian coordinate system, we express

4.4. Software System Architecture
The functionality of the entire system is handled by
a three-layer software suite designed on top of TCP/IP,
as shown in Table 1. In a bottom-up fashion, CRIMP
implements the connectivity layer (CRIMPCon), P2P
8

2. Because of intermittent and ad hoc connectivity,
CRIMPSync supports partial message transfer so
that even the partial information can be utilized to
populate the LCM. If the LCM over a device already has a part of a message, then CRIMPSync
supports syncing the rest of the message, when
a device with that message gets connected next
time. Because of this reason, CRIMPSync uses
byte streaming rather than packet transfer to forward a message.

(x, y) as a function of the geo-location (lat, lon) (latitude and longitude of the location) of the message and
the zoom level z of the current map view. In CRIMPApp, we express (x, y) following the technique described in Slippy Map2 application, which finds the val× 2z c,
ues of x and y using the formulas: x = b lon+180
360
ln(tan(lat×

π

)+sec(lat×

π

))

180
180
y = b(1 −
) × 2z−1 c.
π
CRIMPApp divides the LCM into LCM tiles of fixed
size, and let there are ν numbers of such LCM tiles in
a smartphone. We consider that there are µ different
types of information that can be embedded on the LCM
tiles. The obtained tile coordinates (x, y) is used to count
the number of messages embedded on an LCM tile.
The number of messages includes both the forwarded
messages from other devices as well as the messages
generated in this device. Let ∆ij denote the number of
messages tagged over LCM tile S i and are of message
type T j , where i = 1 · · · ν, j = 1 · · · µ. Then, we approximate the probability of occurrence of a message

of type T j from sLCM tile Si is Pij =

3. CRIMPSync supports two types of message syncing – broadcast syncing (messages for all LCM
supported devices) and targeted syncing (messages
for a single device or a group of devices – say, information for volunteers).
4. File replication is used to increase the probability of message transfer for targeted syncing under DTN scenario. However, too many replication of the same message may result in network
resource underutilization. Therefore, CRIMPSync
introduces a concept of restricted epidemic routing
for information dissemination.

j

∆i

j

Σi Σ j ∆i

. We fi-

nally compute the importance of a message (Imp(M))
as Imp(M) = −log(Pij ) × exp − (t − t0 ), where t refers
to the current time, and t0 refers to the time when the
message was first generated (obtained from the message
timestamp). It can be noted that the importance value
has an aging factor that helps in ensuring the time consistency of the system as well, apart from spatial information diversity and qualitative information diversity.
This importance value is used in CRIMPSync to sync
the messages across various devices, as discussed in the
next section. CRIMPApp uses the messages to populate
LCM locally under offline mode, which the end-users
can utilize for disaster recovery planning.

Fig. 5 shows how various modules of CRIMPSync
interact with each other to sync data among themselves.
The major modules of CRIMPSync are as follows.
Device Priority Listing: CRIMPSync assigns a 11
character device identifier to every device, where the
first character determines the role of a device (DTN
node, ISB or DM). From the broadcast packets received
from its peer devices, CRIMPSync generates a priority
list of the connected peers by observing their roles.
Peer Discovery: CRIMPSync broadcasts a device information packet, consisting of its own IP address and
a 11 character long node identifier, to the devices which
are associated through CRIMPCon. This broadcast
packet is used to determine peer information.
Summery Vector Exchange: Each peer maintains a
file table, called the summary vector, that contains the
following fields for each message present in the device: message ID (256 bytes), message size (4 bytes),
end byte number (4 bytes), message time-stamp (32
bytes), TTL of the file (4 bytes), message destination
for targeted syncing (4 bytes), flag indicating whether
the message has been reached the destination for targeted syncing, and importance of the message (8 bytes).
The end byte number (Be ) helps in partial message syncing, where a device has the first Be bytes of a message,
and need to sync the message starting from byte Be + 1.
The typical size of a single entry in the summary vector

6. CrimpSync: A Peer-to-Peer Sync for DTN Systems
Upon receiving messages from CRIMPApp, it is
the responsibility of the next layer of CRIMP, called
CRIMPSync, to sync the messages and other relevant
data with peer nodes. Based on the available connection setup, CRIMPSync utilizes a P2P file synchronization protocol for maximum information transfer among
the various associated devices involved in disaster information collection. The salient features of CRIMPSync
are as follows.
1. CRIMPSync uses message importance to sync information in such a way that consistency-coveragequality trade-off can be ensured.
2 https://bit.ly/2JF2qQx

(last accessed: 30 July, 2017)
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power backup compared to others; and so, we set
them as Wi-Fi access points (APs). DMs exchange
data with the ISBs only, and so we set them in Wi-Fi
station (STA) mode. However, the DTN devices are
mostly mobile and resource constrained, whereas they
need to sync data among themselves as well as with
the ISBs. So, to setup wireless connectivity among
themselves, CRIMPCon opportunistically creates local
Wi-Fi hotspots whenever required, based on the power
availability of the devices.
Figure 5: CRIMPSync Peer Interaction: Solid boxes represent transmitting peers, dotted boxes represent receiving peers

is less than 312 bytes. After discovering the peer devices, every device shares the above summary vector to
all other peer devices. From the summary vectors, the
devices determines which messages (complete or partial) need to be synced.
Message Ranking: CRIMPSync ranks all the messages
(complete or partial) that need to be synced, based on
their importance as tagged by CRIMPApp.
Sequential Byte Forwarding: CRIMPSync uses byte
streaming to transfer a message from one peer to another. Based on message raking, CRIMPSync transfers
bytes of the message from one peer to another in a sequential manner. For partial message transfer, the peer
knows that the other peer already has the message up
to Be bytes (as obtained from summary vector), and so
starts forwarding the message from Be + 1 byte until the
message gets ended, or the connection gets terminated.
Restricted Epidemic Routing: To restrict flooding of
messages that already find their destinations for targeted
syncing, CRIMPSync in the destination device issues
an acknowledgment back to the network by setting the
‘flag’ to true. Whenever a device finds the status flag for
a message (for targeted syncing) in the received summary vector to be true, it stops forwarding the message
further and sets the flag as true corresponding to that
message in its own summary table.

Figure 6: State transition diagram for CRIMPCon

Table 2: States of CRIMPCon state transition diagram

7. CRIMPCon: Support for Opportunistic Wireless
Connectivity
CRIMPcon provides opportunistic connectivity
among different types of devices, depending on their
roles and energy budgets. It supports a role based
opportunistic and dynamic Wi-Fi infrastructure setup
to balance the connectivity establishment and power
consumption by individual devices. As ISBs are static
devices deployed at strategic locations, they have better

State

Description

Scan-for-Hotspot

Node scans for ISB/Hotspot in proximity

Chk-Rcvd-SgnlStrngth

Node checks for received signal strength from
ISB/Hotspot

Chk-for-ISB

Node checks whether nearby hotspot is an ISB

Cnnctd-to-ISB

Node is connected to an ISB

Cnnctd-to-Hotspot

Node is connected to a mobile hotspot

Chk-Bttry-Level

Node, anticipating a randomized switch, checks
for its current battery level

Chk-Swtch-Prob

Node generates a random number in [0,1], and
checks whether it below Swiching Probability

Hotspot-waitingclient

Node turns into a mobile hotspot, and keeps waiting for a connection request

Hotspot-servingclient

Node, as a mobile hotspot, is connected to a client
node

In CRIMPCon, a DTN device can set itself as a
Wi-Fi AP, whenever required. We call this type of
APs as Soft AP. The working principle of CRIMPCon is illustrated in Fig. 6 as a state transition diagram. A DTN device first checks whether there exists a Wi-Fi AP (ISB AP or Soft AP) in the vicinity
(Scan-for-HotSpot), which has signal strength over
10

the minimum required signal strength for good connectivity (Chk-Rcvd-Sgnl-Strngth). If there is one, the
device sets itself in the STA mode. It can be noted here
that the ISB AP has better power backup compared to
a Soft AP. Therefore, if there are multiple APs in the
vicinity of a STA, it gives priority to the ISB AP compared to the Soft AP (Chk-for-ISB for checking ISB
AP in the vicinity, Cnnctd-to-ISB to connect to ISB
AP, and Cnnctd-to-Hotspot to connect to Soft AP).
When there are no APs in the vicinity of a DTN device, it can make itself a Soft AP if its battery level is
more than a threshold (Chk-Bttry-Level). However,
to avoid multiple DTN devices turning into Soft APs
simultaneously, we use a probabilistic approach, where
a DTN device with sufficient battery backup becomes
a soft AP with probability p (Chk-Swtch-Prob). The
Soft AP works with a passive scanning process, where
it first checks for all the available wireless channels for
ongoing data communications, and then broadcast the
beacons to a channel with the minimum load. To save
the battery power, a DTN device switches from Soft
AP mode to the STA mode, if there is no Wi-Fi STA
that gets associated to the AP within a timeout value
(Hotspot-waiting-client). If one or more STAs get
associated with the AP, the devices (both the AP and the
STAs) sync data among themselves over the Wi-Fi connection (Hotspot-serving-client). The probability
p and the thresholds mentioned in this description are
taken as design parameters of CRIMPCon.
In a nutshell, CRIMPCon has the following advantages over conventional wireless connectivities,

real disaster testing environments. This section analyses CRIMP from the campus scale evaluation, and the
results from the Government mock drills have been discussed in the next section.
8.1. Campus-Scale Experiment Scenarios
We carry out three sets of experiments by deploying
CRIMP based disaster information management system
at our institute campus, as shown in Fig. 8.
Single ISB scenario: In the first two scenarios
(Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b), 9 DTN nodes (smartphones) [refer
table 3for specification] are initially placed at the points
marked as A to D in a random manner, and then they
start moving from their initial locations following the
paths shown by respective user trails. One ISB is kept
static at point E. During the initial random placement,
at least one DTN node has been placed in every point A
to D. These experiments precisely resemble a miniature
scale mimic of user movements around a shelter point
(E).
The smartphones are preloaded with collections of
synthetically-generated situational messages. The total
data volume at each location is 1.5 − 2.0 GB consisting of images, videos and text messages of varying importance values, and are distributed at random to DTN
nodes of randomly assigned that location. In all the scenarios, the preloaded messages in a smartphone are set
to have geo-locations spanning at the neighborhood of
its starting position (refer Fig. 8). They also have a uniformly distributed message creation time within a range
of ∼ 30 hours (prior to the start of the experiments) and
a non-uniformly distributed message types. ISB has no
preloaded messages, and it receives messages from the
devices visiting it as part of the experiment. During the
experiments, the users do not collect messages for the
sake of uniformity in scenarios. The distribution of messages with their importance values for locations A to D
are shown in Table 4.

1. It supports role based connectivity, where the decision of switching from STA mode to AP mode and
vice-versa depends on the available energy backup
of the devices. This saves average energy consumed across all the energy-constrained DTN devices.
2. The Soft APs work in passive scanning mode over
the minimum loaded Wi-Fi channel in the vicinity,
and so the connection establishment is fast compared to the Wi-Fi ad hoc or Wi-Fi direct mode.

Table 3: Field Trial 1: Detailed Device List

8. Campus Scale Evaluation of CRIMP
The design, development, implementation and testing of CRIMP spanned for more than one and half years
from October 2015 to July 2017, out of which, we have
done test deployments and evaluation of various modules of CRIMP for the last six months. The deployment and testing have been done at our institute campus, as well as during the Government mock drills under

Role

#Devices

DTN
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Device Specifications
OnePlus 2 (1), Gionee F103 (1), Xiaomi Redmi Note 4
(1), Samsung Galaxy Note5 (1), Samsung I9300 Galaxy
S III (1), Xiaomi Redmi Note 3 (1), OnePlus 3 (3)

ISB

3

Custom units (refer table in Fig. 12 for technical specs.)

DM

1

Smartphone (OnePlus 3)

Multiple ISBs scenario: The third scenario, as illustrated in Fig. 8c, mimics a relatively larger-scale scenario with multiple shelter points with ISBs placed at
these points, mobile users mostly stay near their home
SP, occasionally visit other SPs, and DMs connect one
11

A
2
1
14
244

B
0
1
6
82

C
1
3
10
204

D
0
4
22
279

ISB with the other. In this scenario, we have 3 ISBs
as shown in Fig. 8c, designated ISB1, ISB2 and CMR
(abbreviation for Central Message Repository). Movement of mobile user around their home SPs forms three
virtual clusters C1, C2 and C3, with three mobile users
per cluster. The DM is set to move following the path
indicated by the arrows in the figure. The detailed specification of devices is given in table 3. Each of the smartphones are preloaded with synthetic data as in the previous scenarios. As before, ISBs and DM do not carry
any preloaded data.
The trial begins at time t = 0 when mobile users turn
their CRIMP on, and starts a random Brownian motion
in the neighborhood of their home SP with occasional
visits to other SPs. DM turns its CRIMP on at time
t = 10 minutes in the proximity of ISB1, and remain
there for ∼ 5 minutes. It then follows the trajectory
in Fig. 8c, and waits for ∼ 5 minutes near every ISB
it visits along it movement. The trial ends when DM
visits CMR for the second time, finishes its quota of ∼ 5
minutes, and turns of its CRIMP.
These experiments have been executed for at least 20
times at different times of the day, with a different set
of volunteers. Used smartphones are of different makes
(both low end and high-end smartphones, prices ranging
from $200 to $500). We have used the average results
for the performance evaluation. The different modules
of CRIMP has also been evaluated separately and the
performance has been compared with various baselines.
We first analyze the individual modules of CRIMP, and
then evaluate CRIMP as a whole for propagating disaster information services.

1000
800

CRIMPCon
WiFi-Opp
WiFi-Opp (No Sleep)

800
400
0

2

600

3

4

6

400
200
0

2

3

4

6

No. of Devices

Energy Consumed (mAh)

(a)

CRIMPCon
WiFi-Opp
WiFi-Opp-No-Sleep

3000
2900
2800
2700

1000

CRIMPCon
800 Opp (With Sleep)
Opp (No Sleep)
600
400
200
0
2

2600

3

4

6

No. of Devices

0

30

60

90

Time (minutes)
(b)

1000

CRIMPCon(No Chnl.)
CRIMPCon(Chnl.)

Data (MB)

800

200
150
100
50
0

Data (MB)

Total
3
9
52
809

1200

Discovery Time (sec)

Importance Range
2.67059958 - 3.54255305
1.79864611 - 2.67059958
0.92669264 - 1.79864611
0.05473917 - 0.92669264

1200

Data (MB)

Connection Duration (sec)

Table 4: Message Distribution in smartphones at locations A – D at
the beginning of Trial Scenarios 1 - 2

600
400

CC(No Sgnl.)
CC(Sgnl.)

2

3

4

200
0

2

3

4

Devices
(c)

Figure 7: (a) Comparison w.r.t. mean peer contact duration and their
mean received data volume (inset). (b) Comparison w.r.t. mean energy dissipation and mean peer discovery time (inset). (c) Comparison
w.r.t.mean data volume received by DTN devices when when received
signal strength and channel load (inset) is taken into account.

8.2. Performance Evaluation: CRIMPCon
We first evaluate CRIMPCon and compare its performance with WiFi-Opp [39]. We have used two variants
of WiFi-Opp – one with the default IEEE 802.11 power
save mode, and another without the power save mode.
It can be noted that we do not use power save mode
in CRIMP to fully utilize the device contact opportunities under crisis scenarios. Fig. 7a shows the average
connection duration of a DTN device and the average
message volume received by a device (inset) during the

experiments. The figures reveal that CRIMPCon is capable of exploiting P2P contact opportunities better on
an average, compared to its competing technologies.
Fig. 7b plots average energy dissipation and average node discovery time by a DTN device. Both the results are compared with the two variants of WiFi-Opp.
The figure suggests that neighbor discovery is faster in
CRIMPCon for typical opportunistic environments, and
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consumes energy as per WiFi-Opp, without explicitly
using IEEE 802.11 power save mode.
Finally, CRIMPCon is set to disregard high priority
nodes when another neighbor shows significantly high
signal strength, and also exploit channel load balancing during Soft AP mode. We compare two variants
of CRIMPCon – (i) the device connects to high priority node with low signal strength, and (ii) the device
connects to low priority node with high signal strength.
Fig. 7c (inset) shows that giving the priority to signal strength improves data transfer performance. Similarly, we observe that CRIMPCon can improve the performance by utilizing channel load balancing (Fig. 7c
outer).

8.5. Evaluating CRIMP in Campus-scale
Finally, we evaluate CRIMP as a complete end-toend system over Scenario 3 (Fig. 8c). Fig. 10a shows
the data volume reached from DTN devices to the cluster ISB, and to other ISBs through opportunistic contacts in a hop-by-hop manner. The figure reveals that
CRIMP is successful in fetching multimodal messages
to their destinations with a reasonable delay. Inset of
Fig. 10a shows the delay distribution of received messages at the CMR. The near-uniform nature of the graph
allows us to infer that some of the messages find their
destinations fairly quickly. To find out specific messages that are forwarded quickly, Fig. 10b shows that
the probability of reaching the destination for a message grows sharply with increase in the importance of
the message. Therefore we can conclude that important
messages are delivered quickly by CRIMP. Finally, the
scatter plot in Fig. 10c shows the system throughput of
all the participating devices w.r.t. the length of time they
are connected with their peer devices (parallel peer connections are taken as separate peer connections in the
figure). The figure shows that ISBs and DM has higher
throughput than smartphones.
Figure 11 shows the crisis maps generated in an ISB
at intervals of three hours during our campus-scale experiment. Here we have shown only the geographical
shapes on the map background. Other information like
map annotations, and associated crisis images and audio/video clips are embedded. The diagram highlights
how crisis map in a node is getting enriched over time.

8.3. Performance Evaluation: CRIMPSync
We evaluate CRIMPSync against BitTorrent Sync,
that follows epidemic forwarding. We observe from
Fig. 9a that CRIMPSync syncs more data than BitTorrent Sync, and has less (redundant) data overhead. Fig.
9b proves that mean sync time for CRIMPSync is better than BitTorrent Sync. Note that, sync time increases
with rise in the number of connected peers, and the rise
become steeper for larger clusters. This help is to infer
that the effective syncing will be better when network
consists of small clusters instead of small number of few
large clusters.
8.4. Performance Evaluation: CRIMPApp
We evaluate CRIMPApp with respect to three aspects – time-consistency (computed based on an average delay from message creation to LCM formation),
spatial message diversity and qualitative message diversity (computed using Jain Fairness Index [14] with respect to space and message types). In experiment scenarios 1 and 2, where all the messages are destined for
ISB (marked as E), we considered only those messages
for performance measurement that reached ISB (E) and
compared the observed results against epidemic routing
based message forwarding. As revealed by the observed
metric values shown in Table 5, the fairness index values for CRIMPApp for both the scenarios are significantly higher, spatially (17-106% improvement) as well
as message quality-wise (10-20% improvement). Also,
the average delay for received messages is significantly
lower (75-81% improvement) in CRIMPApp compared
to epidemic routing. We infer from the results above
that CRIMPApp resolves consistency-coverage-quality
trade-off in message forwarding effectively.

9. Results from Disaster Mock Drill
Hizole Block, a flood-prone remote rural block in
Murshidabad district of the state of West Bengal in India, was selected as the site for a flood and soil erosion
mock drill (refer site plan in Fig. 12) by the state disaster management department during October 2016. the
mock drill site was set along both the banks of a small
river in aforesaid Hizole block. Residents of the village
live mostly on huts made of mud along the river embankments. The village and the places surrounding are
flooded when the barrage upstream the river releases excess water during rainy-season every year. The village
being very remote, and poorly connected with the mainland, the residents have to suffer a lot during the flood,
which often, they reported, lasts for even more than a
month. At the beginning of the drill, competent authority sent an artificial flood alert message to the block office through proper channel, and the drill began; all the
officials and volunteers from participating departments
13

(a) Scenario 1

(b) Scenario 2

(c) Scenario 3

Figure 8: The campus-scale experiment scenarios with complete ISB locations and DTN/DM movements.

ceive the total message delivery (complete/partial) the
inset in Fig. 13a shows the delivered data volume to
the ISB. Situational messages being multi-modal, they
have widely varying message sizes. Also they widely
vary spatially, temporally, and type wise, and hence
have different ‘importance’ at any point of time. Due
to importance-based message forwarding in CRIMP, we
find varying reception pattern of messages at ISB, as
shown in Fig. 13b w.r.t. their ‘message content’ as well
as their ‘media extension’ type. Inset shows volumetric
transfer in the same context. Finally, Fig. 13c shows the
cumulative delivery ratio at ISB for multimodal messages of different ‘media extension’ types w.r.t. time.
The results help us inferring that CRIMP performs reliably and efficiently even in real-life scenarios.

carried out their respective jobs in the same way they
are supposed to do during a real disaster.
We participated in the mock drill to test CRIMP during the semi-real environment. During the mock drill,
that continued for ∼ 3 hours, our volunteers moved
along with the participating volunteers from Government Departments and NGOs, sent dummy situational
messages using CRIMP in accordance with the mock
scenario created by the authority to ISB kept at Flood
shelter point. The dotted lines in Fig. 12 shows the
movement trails of the volunteers; inset shows a visual
of the custom ISB used in mock drill as well as in previously described experiment scenarios; and the attached
table shows a brief specification of the ISBs.
In Fig. 13, we plot some performance metrics that reflect the system performance during the mock drill. Fig.
13a shows the delivery status of the created message
pool w.r.t. the distance between message origin (i.e.
the place at which the message is created) and the location of the ISB. However, we observe that some of the
messages are delivered partially, which is due to limited
contact opportunities among the smartphones. To per-

10. Conclusion & Future Scopes
CRIMP is a first-of-its-kind end-to-end application
system, that implements a crisis mapping system locally
even in the absence of Internet, by utilizing few ISBs
and mobility of DMs to opportunistically aggregate and

Table 5: Spatial Fairness, Quality Fairness, and Average Delay for Received Messages at ISB for scenarios 1 - 2

Scenario
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Metric

Initial

Proposed

Epidemic

Gain (%)

Jain Fairness Index (Quality)

0

0.76

0.63

20.6

Jain Fairness Index (Spatial)

0

0.71

0.61

17.7

Average Delay (Received Message) (Minutes)

0

239.7

1281.0

81.3

Jain Fairness Index (Quality)

0

0.80

0.73

10.52

Jain Fairness Index (Spatial)

0

0.76

0.37

106.1

Average Delay (Received Message)(Minutes)

0

321.1

1317.6

75.6
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Figure 9: (a) Average message volume exchanged per devices (Inset:
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Importance

0

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

visualize crisis data stored in smartphones. Both labscale and field-level trials show that CRIMP can effectively be used to bridge the difference between how a
disaster scenario is perceived by the victims and the
rescue-relief responders. CRIMP can further be used
to develop services like evacuation route recommendation, local need assessment, missing person locator etc.
to ensure timely response during the initial stages of
disasters. There are instances when the Internet failed
to work during man-made disasters like terrorist attacks
etc., due to congestion created by a sudden surge of traffic. Moreover, frequently occurring small-scale natural
disasters, like flood, landslide, coastal cyclone etc. in
remote coastal areas or hilly terrains of developing regions, are often difficult to manage due to extremely
poor Internet service quality. Offline functioning of
CRIMP makes it feasible to share and visualize situational snapshot in such situations as well.
Presently, CRIMP can upload LCMs to a server
(which maintains the global crisis map) whenever the
Internet is available. In such cases, it will be interesting
to have provisions to merge local ground truth crisis data

Importance
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Figure 10: (a) Message volume reached ISBs; (inset) Delay distribution of received messages at CMR. (b) Probability of messages delivery w.r.t importance (c) Throughput of the participating devices.

collected via CRIMP with information from other online sources like Twitter, Facebook, Google crisis map,
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intervals of three hours during our campus-scale field trial
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Figure 12: (a) Map view of the disaster mock drill site plan at Hizole
Block (Inset: Custom ISB). (b) ISB specification
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Figure 13: (a) Distribution of messages and message volume (inset)
reached ISB w.r.t. their distance from ISB. (b) Distribution of messages and the message volume (inset) reached ISB w.r.t. their content
type and media extension. (c) Temporal distribution of message delivery for different types of messages

etc. to create a more authentic and effective situational
snapshot. Moreover, to improve the naive summarization module, we are presently working on the design of
a fast, energy-efficient, lightweight algorithm that can
be executed on ISBs or even smartphones for effective
summarization of multimodal crisis data.
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